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ELECTION WATCH: A Tale of Two Political Opposites

Black Republican consultant New head of Milwaukee County
says conservative policies
Democratic organization says Black
vote is key to victory in November
can benefit Black people
By Thomas E. Mitchell, Jr.

Though Travis Clark, a
member of the Executive
Board for the Republican
Party of Milwaukee
County, describes himself
as a “conservative” Black
Republican (with emphasis
on conservative), he
doesn’t agree with all the
“Grand Ol’ Party” stands
for.

Travis Clark

“I have concerns with some of the policies the party is
trying to implement and some of what the party has

done,” Clark admitted in a recent
MCJ interview about this year’s upcoming mid-term elections and the
chances his party has of retaining—
and even gaining—seats in Wisconsin’s statehouse and on Capitol Hill
in Washington.
Clark didn’t agree with what President Donald Trump said last summer about anti-racists protestors
being just as responsible as neoNazis and white supremacists for the
deadly violence in Charlottesville,
Va.
Nor does he agree with Trump calling NFL players “SOBs.”
To Clark, it’s not about what the president says, but how
(continued on page 3)

in” Republican and former state
Chief Justice Roy Moore!
If you had told Christopher
And Walton? Well, last November,
Walton he would be the chair
he became the newly elected chairof the Milwaukee County
man of the county’s Democratic
Democratic Party several
party apparatus that is now preparing
for a mid-term election battle with
months ago, he’d probably
the state’s conservative Republicans.
say to you: “Yeah right! And
Don’t let Walton’s youthful apan underdog Alabama Demopearance fool you.
crat will beat a heavily faHe’s a seasoned veteran of the povored bible thumping,
litical wars in Wisconsin and Milwaukee, participating in his first
gun-toting, horse riding conelection campaign in 2004.
servative Republican for the
Christopher Walton
His hard work and dedication to
U.S. Senate!”
the cause of the party and progressive
Well, as fate (and God) would have it, former Alabama
democracy earned him the position of political director
Atty. Gen. Doug Jones, (AKA, “Underdog”), beat “shoe(continued on page 3)

By Thomas E. Mitchell, Jr.

Music and arts organization holds reception for author of book on civil rights pioneer Constance Baker Motley

Gary Ford, who wrote a book on civil rights lawyer and judge Constance
Baker Motley, with noted Atty. John Daniels, Sr. at a reception for Ford.

PULSE OF THE
COMMUNITY
Photos and question by Yvonne Kemp

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

“Now that President Trump has
completed his first year in office,
how do you think he has done?”
“Terrible! Trump
makes voting seem
fake! We all want
to believe voting
works, but it’s hard
when we do vote
and still suffer.
Kenneth
Trump in office for
Brown, II
one year should
push Black and Brown people to WANT to
FIGHT BACK!”

“I think he’s done
a great job at
causing division
and hatred. Unfortunately, this
doesn’t help im- Flowers
prove our coun- Nash, II
try’s image and standing around the
world.”

“Trump has done as
I expected, horrible!
His incompetence is
at an impressive alltime high. He embodies racism,
xenophobia and sexCourtney
ism. He is a threat to
Johnsonour democracy. His
Kennedy
rise to power is a
nightmare in itself. Grade: F”

“As an African American
female, I believe that
Donald Trump in his first
year in office has done
nothing more than further divide our society. I
work in the legal system
and there is no accountability within the judicial Tarena W.
system. The judges are
Franklin
bound to follow the law,
but when the president himself isn’t being held accountable for his actions, what does that say for the
common folks!”

Black
Women
Advocate
for Change
at Women’s
March

Ford (seated center) with elected and educational officials during reception at the Pfister. Standing, third from the left is Bishop Sedgwick
Daniels, founder of IPAMA.

By Alexa Spencer
Howard University
News Service
WASHINGTON, DC -- With trademark pink “p----” hats
bobbing through the crowd and signs scattered through
the participants urging women to vote and to fight off
sexual assault, as well as placards denouncing President Donald Trump’s administration, thousands of
women and men paraded through the streets of Washington.
This year’s theme was Power to the Polls. Similar
marches were organized in numerous other U.S. cities,
including Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia.
Last year, nearly 500,000 women jammed the streets
of Washington on the exact same day in protest of Donald Trump’s election and inauguration. The 2017
Women’s March on Washington took place the day of
the inauguration of President Trump—a historic protest
his transition into office.
This year, once again, Black women were disproportionately outnumbered—yet their voices did not go unheard.
Brittany Oliver, 29, director of Baltimore-based organization Not Without Black Women, was one of several female entertainers, organizers, and politicians, who
addressed the crowd in front of the Lincoln Memorial.
—Photos by Alexa Spencer, Howard University

Darria and Aubrey Greer fight
for clean water in Flint during
the annual Women's March.

A new cultural organization, the
Institution for Preservation of
African American Music and Art
(IPAMA), recently held a reception
for Gary Ford, the author of a book
on the life of civil rights lawyer and
judge Constance Baker Motley. The
reception, the first event sponsored
by IPAMA, was held at the Pfister
Hotel.
A number of prominent judges
and political figures were on hand
to meet Ford, hear him talk about
Motley and her significance to the
civil rights movement, and sign
copies of his book.
Judge Motley served in several
legendary roles during the civil
rights era. She served as counsel for
some of the most important civil
rights cases that dismantled Jim
Crow.
She worked closely with legendary Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall and Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.
She was the first woman to serve
as Borough president for Manhattan
and had a distinguished tenure on
the federal district court.
A graduate of Harvard University,
where he studied under renowned
Black historian Skip Gates, Ford
helped produce a PBS special on
Motley’s life narrated by Juan
Williams.Ford will be returning to
Milwaukee in February for a community luncheon presenting his
book and the PBS documentary, and
visit several Milwaukee Public
Schools.—Photos by Yvonne
Kemp
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UWM prof
makes a
difference by
mentoring
students
By Angela McManaman

In addition to her teaching and research,
UWM Professor Wilkistar Otieno devotes
significant time to mentoring students,
in particular women and students from
underrepresented backgrounds interested in engineering. (UWM Photo)

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee’s Wilkistar Otieno knows firsthand
that young women, especially young
women of color, need strong mentors
and role models. She knows that importance is magnified in the areas of science, technology, engineering and math
– STEM for short. So she’s committed
to making a difference.

A professor of industrial and manufacturing engineering, she advises UWM’s chapter of the Society of Women
Engineers. And through the UWM STEM-Inspire Program, she mentors women and students of Latino,
African-American and other backgrounds, many of
whom are the first in their families to attend college. It’s
all part of enhancing their experience at UWM, one of
the nation’s top research universities.
“What I have seen,” Otieno says, “is that these students
may not pursue engineering because of a lack of access
to STEM opportunities in their prior educational experiences. Or, they may face a lack of role models.”
Women account for less than 15 percent of the engineers working today, and less than 20 percent of college
engineering majors are women. The desire to grow those
numbers is part of what drives Otieno’s call to mentorship, which also includes her participation in the UWM
National Science Foundation Engineering and Computer
Science Scholars Program and K-12 STEM outreach
projects.
She wears many other hats. In addition to teaching and
designing graduate and undergraduate courses in engineering, she conducts long-term research projects with
top Wisconsin companies like Rockwell Automation and
Harley-Davidson. All the while, she works so her

mentees can follow similar paths in their chosen fields.
UWM’s STEM-Inspire group pairs every participating
STEM major with a faculty mentor, peer mentor and a
tutor. Partially funded by the Wisconsin Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation, or WiscAMP, it provides opportunities like internships, STEM lectures,
workshops, research opportunities and library study
nights. This school year, the program has 18 participants,
and you can learn more about the program at
uwm.edu/steminspire.
Stem-INSPIRE mentors like Otieno seek to build a
community among those students, whose majors cam
range from mechanical or computer engineering to biological sciences or architecture. Doing so cultivates a
sense of belonging, which maximizes their chances for
academic and professional success.
It’s the kind of community that Otieno sought 20 years
ago at Moi University in Eldoret, Kenya. She was one of
only three women studying mechanical and production
engineering there – out of 40 total students – during her
undergraduate years. She worked closely with a small
group of other underrepresented students, eager to fulfill
her dream of becoming an engineer and educator.
“I had to work a lot harder than I needed to just to make
the point that I belonged in mechanical engineering,” she
says. She took seven to eight courses per semester, sleeping five to six hours a night.
Today, she participates in corporate research and training programs with industry partners who rely on UWM
as a major educator of science and technology professionals. Her graduate students are involved in this research,
enhancing their skillset as future engineers and educators.
That’s the path Priyanka Pillai is on. In May 2017, she
earned her master’s degree from UWM’s College of Engineering & Applied Science, and Otieno’s mentorship
played a key role in that success.
(continued on page 3)
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Travis Clark says GOP policies Christopher Walton says Black
can benefit Black people
vote key to victory in November

(continued from front page)
can African Americans use conservative Republican policies to benefit
their community.
“I’m not talking about entitlements;
but about opening doors to entrepreneurism, education, and jobs. It’s
time for African Americans to be part
of corporate America like they need
to be.”
Clark says he has no problem selling the GOP to the Black community.
“When I explain what the GOP
stands for, they (Black people) get
it.”
Clark believes Black people are
fed-up with the way things are going
in the country under the Democrats.
“They’re so willing to try something
new, to look at things differently.”
Clark wants to get the conversation
started among Black people in Wisconsin as to who will best serve their
interests: Republicans or Democrats?
He believes doing this will force
the candidates representing both parties to come into minority communities to talk to voters about the issues
important to them and how they (the
legislators, if elected or reelected)
would address those issues.
When he explains who Trump is,
Clark tells people in the Black community the president is not a politician. “He’s like a mom or dad. With
parents, there is no political correctness when they talk.”
Clark believes the Black community doesn’t completely understand
the inner workings of politics in
America. “Just going to the polls and
voting is not actually being ‘involved.’”
The GOP board member says Black
voters must apply pressure to candidates (regardless of party) asking for
their vote and hold them accountable
for doing things they say they’ll do.
The co-founder of Clark and Associate Consulting Firm (the other cofounder is Tramaine Brown), Clark
says he’s driven the whole state to
educate and gain support for the
party, while showing what Black Republicans are trying to accomplish
for urban areas around the state.
Clark sees the new Foxconn deal as

beneficial to Black Wisconsinites. He
stressed the community must make
sure it gets jobs on the construction
project.
As a member of the executive
board of the county’s Republican
Party, Clark has a seat at the table to
be listened to and share his views
with elected officials.
“All minorities should have that
same opportunity. My goal is to get
Black people involved in the GOP
primary. It’s important we show
power; put up the best candidate who
supports the Black community.
“We have the power to change
things; we have the numbers. If it’s
not good for us, change it. The tech
age makes it easier for us to unite and
gain.”
Growing up in Milwaukee, Clark
has seen the transition of Milwaukee’s Black community from vibrant
Black owned businesses, to businesses owned by individuals from
outside the community.
Many of those “outsiders” are immigrants, here either legally or illegally, who have come into the
community and “set up shop.”
“When you have individuals in this
country—either here legally or illegally—they’re not going to the suburbs; but to urban areas. And what
culture are the immigrants affecting
most? African Americans.”
Clark said immigrant owned businesses in our community don’t hire
the people who live in the areas they
serve; they hire their relatives, who
themselves are immigrants. The
money spent by Black people at these
stores leaves the community, often
going back to the immigrants’ home
country.
He pointed to Syrian immigrants in
America who have come to the U.S.
to escape civil war, getting housing,
clothes, and other aid from the U.S.
government, while Black people are
starving.
“You have people from other countries being given priority over our
own people,” said Clark.
“Black Americans have lost everything economically: food stores, gas
stations, liquor stores…none of these

UWM prof makes difference
by mentoring students

(continued from page 2)
English is Pillai’s second language, and she worried her English writing
skills would hinder work on her master’s thesis. Otieno stepped in as a writing
coach, giving Pillai additional articles to read and reviewing early drafts of
her writing.
“Dr. Otieno made me a better writer,” Pillai says, “because she is always
giving her students the push to try something different.”
It worked. Today, Pillai is a supplier quality engineer and thinking about
pursing her own doctoral degree in engineering.

are owned and operated by Black
people. Now they’re owned by immigrants. That’s mind-boggling to me.”
Clark defended the president’s
method of dealing with North Korea
and their missile tests, which also
threatens America’s allies in that region of Asia and the Pacific.
The president has traded chest
thumping, name-calling and threats
with North Korea’s leader, Kim
Jong-un, telling him to stop the missile testing or face the consequences
of an American military strike.
Clark finds it unbelievable that
Trump is ridiculed for threatening
war against a hostile nation. “He
(Kim Jong-un) keeps threatening us.
At some point, you have to take it seriously.”

(continued from front page)
in 2016.
Saying he was happy about the Democratic victory in
Alabama, Walton believes the improbable victory in the
heart of the conservative bible belt should be a clarion
call to Wisconsin Democratic leadership to focus on creating a massive Black voter turn-out in the upcoming primaries and general elections.
Black Alabama voters were mobilized and enthusiastic,
turning out in numbers not seen since the 2012 and 2008
elections when former President Barack Obama was on
the ballot. Ninety-six percent of African Americans cast
their ballot for Jones, which was in line with their 95 percent support for Obama in 2012.
Walton sees the Jones victory, and other Democratic
victories around the country in November’s elections
(some in Red states), as proof positive President Donald
Trump and his polarizing populist message experienced
a back-lash that was “deep and real. The people are no
longer going to tolerate divisive politics from the White
House.

“A loud minority elected Trump. But a loud minority
won’t take out a silent majority if that majority shows up
and votes!”
Walton believes Jones’ victory in Alabama happened
because Black people in that state came out and voted
en’masse. “When Black people came out in great numbers in 2008, we (Democrats) won. When we came out
in great numbers in 2012, we won. In 2016, we didn’t
win.”
But in addition to showing up at the polls, Walton said
voters must fight back against conservative Republican
policies in the corridors of the legislature that prevent
Americans from voting when they do show up at the voting booths.
According to Walton, 200,000 people in Wisconsin are
ineligible to vote because of voter ID laws. “In a 20,000vote race, that’s a big chunk of votes. Clinton lost by
22,000.”
In November, Alabama had a 30% Black turnout for
the senate election. In 2016 barely 10% of the state’s
(continued on page 8)
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Edwin Hawkins

Grammy
Winning Gospel
Pioneer Edwin
Hawkins Passes

PLEASANTON, CA – Edwin Hawkins,
the four-time Grammy Award-winning
leader of The Edwin Hawkins Singers’
1969 million-seller, “Oh Happy Day,”
died January 15th at his home in the Bay
area, after a bout with pancreatic cancer.
He was 74 years old.

“It is with deep sadness that we announce the passing of Dr. Edwin
Hawkins –– a celebrated artist, innovator, and music icon. Though he will
be greatly missed the world over, the message of love, life, and encouragement that he incorporated into his music gives us all the same hope
that we’ll join him in heaven and sing `Oh Happy Day.’” the Hawkins

Family said.
younger and equally successful singing brother, Walter, and Walter’s then
“Edwin Hawkins was not only a wife, Tramaine, as The Hawkins Family in the 1970s.
musical hero to me but he came to
Their energetic stage show filled civic centers and concert halls across
be a mentor and a close friend, “ the world, including D.A.R. Constitution Hall in Washington, D.C. Edwin
said
Grammy®
winning Hawkins, with his group and as a soloist, continued to make gospel radio
singer/producer, Donald Lawrence. hits throughout the next two decades including, “Worship The Lord,”
“His group also had a huge influ- “God Will Take Care of You,” “Give Me A Star” and “To My Father’s
ence on Richard Smallwood who House.” In recent years, Hawkins recorded occasionally and toured
has known Edwin since Richard was 19 years old.” Smallwood adds, largely in Europe. He also sponsored the Edwin Hawkins Music & Arts
“Edwin changed the face of gospel music and helped create a fresh sound- Seminar to teach the next generation of musicians the business of music.
ing genre that spread around the entire world. He was a humble and kind “This is a sad day in music,” says Liz Black, midday radio host for WLIB,
spirit that not only encouraged others who were privileged to meet him, a gospel radio station in New York City. “I knew and loved Edwin
but also inspired millions to be daring in their creativity.”
Hawkins’ music even before I was in the church and I know that I’m not
One of eight children, Edwin Hawkins was born August 19, 1943 in alone in that.”
Oakland, CA and raised in the Campbell Village projects. He discovered
Hawkins is survived by his siblings Carol, Feddie, Daniel, and Lynette.
music early and began playing the keyboards in the Church of God in Funeral arrangements are pending.
Christ (COGIC) denomination at the
age of five.
He and his friend, Betty Watson,
co-founded the 46-member strong,
Northern California State Youth
Choir, in 1967 so that they could
attend the annual COGIC convention.
They recorded an album, Let Us
Go Into The House of The Lord, to
finance the trip. The 500 copies
they ordered didn’t come in time
for the trek but one of the LPs
eventually fell into the hands of a
rock music DJ, Abe “Voco” Kesh,
at KSAN-FM Radio. He began to
play the Hippy-Soul song in the
Bay area and soon the song’s success spread East.
“My mother had an old hymnal
and I had a knack for rearranging
hymns,” Hawkins once said. “`Oh
Happy Day’ was an old hymn and
I rearranged it. It was actually one
of the least likely songs to become
a hit. There were some much
stronger songs on there.” Record
executive Neil Bogart picked up
the song and distributed it through
Buddha Records.
“Oh Happy Day” reached No. 2
on the Billboard R&B Singles
chart and No. 4 on the Pop Singles
chart in 1969. Their rendition won
them a Grammy in 1970 for Best
Soul Gospel Performance. The
tune has sold over 7 million copies
to date and it established Hawkins’
career. I wasn’t planning to go into
In Loving Memory
Quality Service...a tenured tradithe music business and I wasn’t
tion sincere concern at your time
looking for a record deal,” he said
in the book, Uncloudy Days: The
of need. Offering pre-need, at
Gospel Music Encyclopedia. “The
need and after-care services to
record’s success decided my fate.”
families in Milwaukee, Racine,
Hawkins often toured with his

Kenosha and other communities
throughout our state.

Earnestine O’Bee-Founder

J.C. Frazier, Funeral Director

REAVES, OSCAR B.
Age 82 yrs. January 18,
2018. Visitation Only, Wednesday, January 24, 2018
from 3-7PM (Family hr. 67PM) at:

FULLER, FLOYD JR.
Age 45yrs. January 18,
2018.Funeral services will
be held on Saturday, January 27, 2018 at 11AM. Visitation Saturday 10AM until
time of services at:

HILL, ALBERT T.
Age 65 yrs. January 10,
2018. Funeral services will
be held on Friday, January
26, 2018 at 11AM. Visitation
Friday 10AM until time of
services at:

THOMAS, NANCY
Age 71 yrs. January 16,
2018. Funeral services will
be held on Friday, January
26, 2018 at 11AM at Zion Hill
Baptist Church 1825 W.
Hampton Ave. Visitation Friday 10AM at the CHURCH
until time of services. The
family is served by:

SMITH, ANNA
Age 70 yrs. January 16,
2018. A Memorial Service
will be held on Friday,
January 26, 2018 at 1PM
at:

HOWARD, ELIZABETH
Age 65 yrs. January 16,
2018. Funeral services will
be held on Friday, January
26, 2018 at 11AM at Good
Samaritan COGIC 5226 W.
Burleigh St. Visitation Friday 10AM at the CHURCH
until time of services. The
family is served by:

THOMAS, WENDELL
Age 76 yrs. January 18,
2018. Funeral services will
be held on Saturday, January 27, 2018 at 10AM at Holy
Redeemer COGIC 3500 W.
Mother Daniels Way. Visitation Saturday 9AM at the
CHURCH until time of services. The family is served
by:

Milwaukee
6630 W. Hampton Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53218
Telephone: (414) 462-6020
Fax: (414) 462-9937

Families served by:
Northwest Funeral
Chapel O’Bee, Ford
& Frazier

Racine
800 Barker St.
Racine, WI 53402
Telephone: (262) 637-6400
Fax: (262) 637-6416

PERSPECTIVES
Article about racist presidents club rub
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quite a few people the wrong way!

More often than not, something said in this column gets
up under a few readers’ skin.

Last week’s column apparently
sent a few people’s bodies into
Nuclear convulsions.

In case you missed it and want to
utilize your insurance before the
GOP kills Obamacare, go to milwaukeecommunityjournal.com.
But I warn you to put on your seatbelt ‘cause it’s gonna be a rough ambulance ride, particularly if you were
brought up to believe Barack Obama
was the first Black president or that
white ice get’s colder.
For that I’m not apologizing, since
as usual, that was my intent.
If you missed it and want to find
out what the hoopla was about, go to
milwaukeecommunityjournal.com
and entertain and educate yourself.
The column posed the question of
whether President Donald Trump—
45IQ as some of us call him—is a
racist.
Or, as some claim, including the
nephew of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. (aka the Far Right’s “Negro of the
Week”) that he’s just misunderstood;
he’s “ignorant, or an arrogant elitist”.
I answered affirmatively to the
question and added that 45IQ was in
“good” company, as many, if not
most, members of the 18th and 19th
century Presidential Fraternity were
not only racists, but also bigots. And
in the column, I not only named
names, but offered evidence.
For point of clarification, I offer
my definitions:
A racist is someone who believes
their “race” (actually ethnicity) is superior to another, or, that another race
is genetically, culturally or spiritually
inferior.
A bigot is a racist with power,
someone who undertakes actions to
hinder, hurt or harpoon people because of their ethnicity.
Thus, the White Supremacists who
marched in Charlottesville were
racists. The racist who murdered the
counter-demonstrator—who happened to be white—was a bigot.
Neither of those two concepts
should be confused with prejudice,
which means to pre-judge someone—to believe unfounded stereotypes and assumptions.
That Black people have rhythm is
a stereotype—albeit true. Conversely, to assume the three teenagers
heading in your direction with their
pants down by their ankles are thugs
is to pre-judge, or to be prejudicial
(and that’s not based on race, since
most Black folks will probably make
the same assumption).
Some would say there is a thin line
between prejudice and racism. To
surmise that Black people are lazy is
an erroneous stereotype, disproved
by history and circumstance. But if
you say, we are lazy because of some
genetic trait, that’s racist.
Racism, as I view it, isn’t just an
attitude, it’s a cancer, a deadly manmade disease that is contagious and
frequently incurable. And sadly, it’s
often undetectable.
Racism is an invention, a tool created to divide the ethnicities.
Even the term is abstruse on its
face since there is but one race,
which undermines the essence of the
concept of White supremacy since
the “human race” originated in
Africa, which means the original
man and womb-man were Black.
I hope I’m not confusing you, but
apparently, clarification is needed before
I
get
to
people’s
complaints/comments/misconceptions/fears.
Several readers seemed to be upset
that I called out a half dozen U.S.
presidents as being racist. Actually, I
was being modest, as there are far
more than six who believed that they
were Tarzan and we were the apes.

A schoolteacher (is it prejudicial to
assume she was white?) was shocked
that I referred to Thomas Jefferson as
a rapist, along with him being a
racist.
She said it was particularly a disingenuous statement given that the
country is in the midst of a sexual harassment backlash as a result of the
“Me Too” Movement to suggest a
founding father, a hero of the empire
(my words) who penned the Declaration of Independence could have
his reputation tarnished by my declarations.
To the teacher I say, even the most
sanitized His-story book acknowledged that Jefferson owned slaves,
and while there are those who want
to advance the illusion that his mistress, Sally Henning, was his love interest, she was still his slave.
I don’t know if Henning loved Jefferson. Maybe she was infatuated
with him. Or maybe she felt it better
to be his booty buddy than his cotton
picker.
Either way, by all accounts Jefferson had sex with her when she was
underage, which is statutory rape
(unless he used the Roy Moore defense) and, as a slave wasn’t afforded
the God-given right to resist her
“massa”.
Hmmm. Now that I think about
that scenario, by today’s culture, Jefferson could have been charged with
pedophilia and bestiality. The latter
indictment stemming from the laws
of the land that made slaves chattel…
in essence animals.
OK, I’m on a roll, so let’s continue.
A couple of folks also questioned
my statement that you can be a “hero
of the realm”, or do noteworthy
things and still be a racist.
My assessment, it was noted,
sounded much like 45IQ’s declaration that there were “good” people on
both sides of the battlefront in Charlottesville.
Hmm. Yes, no, maybe?
Was Abe Lincoln a good person?
Wasn’t he a hero to African Americans? Wasn’t he the “great emancipator”?
If you say yes, how do you reconcile those “facts” with his belief that
we were inferior to White people?
What about President Lyndon B.
Johnson? He did more to advance
civil rights than any other president
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By Mikel Kwaku Oshi Holt

in history did, but he was known to
be a racist, and called Black folks
niggers as often as Snoop Doggy
Dud does.
This prompted another question.
Can you say something racist, but not
be racist?
I grew up with a white guy who
earned his stripes in the civil rights
movement and married a sister. He
was known to call close Black associates his “nigga” (not me, cause this
homey never played that self-denigrating game). Is he a racist?
In fact, let me take this to another
level.
Can a liberal Democrat be a racist?

A Home
Away From
Home

I sat in many meetings last year
about the placement of our children
in a community-based residence, to
help correct their behavior and thinking process.
I’ve even written a few articles,
mostly focusing on the fear that people have about children that belong to
their family, and even those that are
family members of friends they have
grown up with.
Most of these concerned citizens
believe that these children need help,
and not just not around them. Although listening to much arguing,
you would ask yourself, “Why do
they still live in the area and why
stand up against a place proposed to
help and not openly attack these
problems?”
These are the same problems being
described in their communities that
would almost guarantee these children better lives.
In our community, there has always been community protective
services
and correction services. To name a
few, there are: group homes, half way
houses, as well as prerelease centers
right in the center of our neighborhoods. As far back as I can remember, I’ve been placed in many of
them. This concept isn’t new at all. I,
myself, have been placed in one, two,
three even four places as an adult. As
a child-today,
I find myself constantly having to
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I say, helllllllllll yes, because I
know many who fit both descriptions.
You can march alongside us, vote
for Obama, learn the lyrics to every
hip hop song and have sex with a
Black person and still be a racist, in
fact, many of those who pose for
holy pictures and call Trump a bigot,
are in fact themselves racists. And
what makes them worse is that most
don’t even know it.
What would you call a White
teacher who perpetuates the lie of
European superiority through the use
of “His-story” books, manifest destiny and a Caucasian Jesus? Can they
defend my position on why this
process is still one of the most effective forms of treatment offered.
Often, when these children are
placed in the community, this will be
their first private and/or public community support these individuals receive, as well as the first opportunity
to teach them the importance of respecting their surroundings, others
and themselves.
Being a sitting member of Milwaukee Black Male Achievement
Advisory Council and the President
of XMEN UNITED LLC, I must demand that we begin and continue

still love the ‘po, underprivileged and
uncivilized Black boys and girls?
Obviously.
Let me spread a little lens cleaner
on your fogged-up glasses.
I contend that political conservatives want Black folks to pull themselves up by their bootstraps.
Inherent in that suggestion is that
there’s something wrong with us,
otherwise we would be equal and
more adapt at achieving the American dream. The fact that we are dependent upon government assistance
implies we are lazy or uncultured.
They actually believe the Bell Curve
theory.
That’s racist.
But at the other end of the spectrum are the liberals who think we
need assistance, a Nanny State, because we can’t take care of ourselves.
They believe we have loose morals
and lack an acceptable value system.
In other words, we are inferior.
Paternalism in that sense, is racism
masked over.
In a nutshell, conservatives want to
manufacture and sell us the boots.

Liberals want to loan us the money
to make the purchase.
And both entities benefit from
White privilege and the residuals
from our ancestors who built this
country and the corporations and colleges that divide the races.
The most frequent concern I received was based on a misunderstanding of intent and definition.
Many people apparently confuse
prejudice with racism. And what we
may perceive as a racist comment,
with the utterer being a racist.
Black people, particularly of my
generation, are overly sensitive about
perceived racist comments. We see a
racist behind every tree, and as such
hear some comments with a discomfiting ear.
During my 20-plus years on Sunday Insight, I was often confronted
by Black viewers who surmised that
the host, Charlie Sykes, was a racist
because he didn’t put a disclaimer on
any statement about Black people.
Strangely, that changed after he
emerged at the vanguard of the anti(continued on page 8)

URBAN MY
DIALOGUE

By Torre “ToeJoe” Johnson

making the right decisions regarding
our children. We have to begin and
continue protecting them. We must
applaud any and every positive effort
and opportunity to support and main-

tain their positive growth and development. We need to stand up by
pushing their dreams and asking how
can we help? We need to be collec-

(continued on page 7)
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Dr. King’s
Interconnected
World
By Drew Dellinger, first published
Dec. 22, 2017

Fifty years ago Sunday — Christmas Eve
1967 — the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. stood in his pulpit at Ebenezer Baptist
Church in Atlanta and told the congregation that in order to achieve peace on earth,
“we must develop a world perspective,” a
vision for the entire planet.

“Yes,” he said, “as nations and individuals, we are interdependent.” Then, with a sentence that could easily
have been uttered by John Muir or Rachel Carson, Dr.
King stated, “It really boils down to this: that all life is
interrelated.”
Best remembered for his work and speeches on civil
rights, Dr. King on that morning, in his last Christmas

“In Dr. King’s
mind, the civil
rights movement
was part of a
broader “revolution of values”
that was “forcing
America to face all
its interrelated
flaws.” As he put
it, what we need is
nothing less than
‘a restructuring of
the very architecture of American
society.’”

sermon before his
assassination, anticipated much of the ecological consciousness and environmental concerns of the next 50
years, and the links between ecology and social justice
that are vital to our present and future.
Dr. King’s work to dismantle white supremacy and
economic injustice was rooted in his prophetic Christianity, shaped by the black radical tradition, the Social
Gospel and the black freedom struggle. Less known is his
understanding of existence as unified and the voice he
gave to a cosmology of connection.
In the last years of Dr. King’s life, his holistic vision
led him to emphasize the connections between racism,
militarism and economic injustice, and to see continuities
across social movements.
In a 1966 telegram to the labor leader Cesar Chavez,
he wrote, “our separate struggles are really one.” Three
weeks after his Christmas sermon, Dr. King visited the
singer Joan Baez in jail, following her arrest after a sit-in
at a draft induction center.
Stopping to speak with Vietnam War protesters gathered outside, he told them, referring to civil rights and antiwar activism, “I see these two struggles as one
struggle.”
Dr. King was not, as some charged, calling for what he
termed a “mechanical fusion” of the peace and civil rights
movements. Still, he maintained, the issues were con(continued on page 7)

Dr. King’s
Interconnected World
(continued from page 6)
nected, telling his staff that racism,
militarism and excessive materialism
are “inseparable triplets.”
In Dr. King’s mind, the civil rights
movement was part of a broader
“revolution of values” that was “forcing America to face all its interrelated
flaws.” As he put it, what we need is
nothing less than “a restructuring of
the very architecture of American society.”
His Christmas Eve vision took
things further, to encompass the intrinsic interconnectedness of existence itself. “We are all caught in an
inescapable network of mutuality,”
he preached in his booming voice,
“tied into a single garment of destiny.
Whatever affects one directly” —
“Yes, sir,” someone in the audience
responded — “affects all indirectly.

We are made to live together because
of the interrelated structure of reality.”
Dr. King had been thinking about
the environment for years before he
addressed it in his sermon. Starting
in the 1950s, Dr. King expressed concern for “the survival of the world,”
and linked environmental and civil
rights issues: “It is very nice to drink
milk at an unsegregated lunch
counter — but not when there’s
strontium 90 in it.”
Exactly one year after his sermon,
on Christmas Eve 1968, Col. Frank
Borman and his crew were on their
fourth orbit around the moon when
he saw the earth swinging around the
left side of the lunar horizon. “Oh,
my God!” Colonel Borman exclaimed, “Look at that picture over
there! Here’s the earth coming up.
Wow, is that pretty!”

The photographs taken by the
Apollo 8 astronauts were the first
widely available photos of the planet,
in its wholeness, taken by human
hands.
The radiant earth hovering over the
cratered gray moonscape — alive
with clouds and oceans, illuminated
against the black cosmos — became
an instant icon, catalyzing a wave of
planetary thinking and ecological
awareness.
Dr. King did not live to see those
photographs, but his vision presaged
their message of interconnectedness.
Over two years before the first national Earth Day, before “ecology”
and “the environment” became
catchwords of the ’70s, before popular knowledge of “Gaia theory” and
“systems thinking,” Dr. King was
tying his vision of justice and peace
to the interrelated structure of the
universe.
Fifty years later, so many of our
challenges represent a failure to understand our interconnectedness.
White supremacists and neo-Nazis,
emboldened in these times, preach a
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timeworn hatred that corrodes community. Corporate capitalism, with
its widening gulf between the ultrarich and the millions of people living
in poverty, strains our social fabric
while the worsening climate crisis
provides unforgiving reminders of
the earth’s delicate interrelatedness.
“This is our faith,” Dr. King told
his church on that December morning. “As we continue to hope for
peace on earth,” he went on, “let us
know that in the process we have
cosmic companionship.”
When Dr. King’s last book was
published earlier that year, a reviewer
wrote that “he has been outstripped
by his times.” In the coming year,
which marks the 50th anniversary of
Dr. King’s assassination, we will
have an opportunity yet again to engage with the deeper dimensions of
his thought.
We may to see that Dr. King was,
in fact, well ahead of his times. In
important ways, he is still ahead of
ours.

The Women’s March do
for Black Women in 2018

(continued from page 5)
tively offering our expertise’s and constantly offering our advice and not just
spreading unnecessary fear. I believe that as long as it’s not in our face, we
can excuse ourselves from being concerned and of our humane responsibilities.
So yes, I support the Bishop Creek proposed treatment center the building
was designed for this purpose and I am also an employee of Wisconsin Community Services. This is my tenth year. I now work in the youth and adult divisions, not to mention that I, myself, was a client of the organization I work
for.
I know if you are given the tools needed to conquer your goals and use
them, your life can and will be better lived.
I too, am faced daily with discrimination. I’ve experienced being labeled a
felon. I also know some of my own people believe that I should step back
and not have a place at the table. They feel this way, not knowing only we
can save the people and many of us still haven’t mastered this thing called
trust.
Wake up Black Milwaukee. Our children are learning from their surroundings and how to survive. It’s our responsibility to put in place the proper
guidelines, as our worlds will always combine...Peace
—Torre Johnson

Signifyin’
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(continued from page 5)
conservative Trump movement and moved from occasional commentaries on Fox News to MSNBC and, the
Bill Maher show. As I told him humorously, he finally
came over to the dark side.
More often Charlie was accosted because he was conservative and frequently talked about the social negatives
associated with Black people.
When I asked critics what he said that was “racist”,
generally the response was a less than faltering statistic.
For example, he might say most Milwaukee crime is
committed by African Americans, that 70% of Black
households are headed by women, or that Milwaukee was
home to one of the highest Black high school dropout
rates in the country, a fact that was exacerbated by our
hosting the worst 4th and 8th grade reading proficiency
rates in the nation.
Racist? I guess you could try to link those statements
to intent, or see some malice behind the words. But what
if a Black person said the same thing?
Or what if the end result of an action is racist?
Hillary Clinton lost thousands of Black votes because
of her support for her husband’s criminal justice overhaul
and his legislation to end welfare. Since both had an ad-

verse impact on Black people, they were considered
racist. But how can that be, given that Bill Clinton was
once the darling of the Democratic Party, and the “first
Black president” according to one activist?
In case it wasn’t clearly offered in my column last
week, I don’t think my grandchildren will live long
enough to see a “raceless” society. I have more hope than
ever that we are moving in the right direction, particularly
given the emerging Millennial culture that is more accepting of diversity than any before it.
In fact, I was talking with a bi-racial Millennial at a
Vietnamese restaurant about my column a few days ago.
As we were talking, a white woman entered to place a
take-out order. A nice looking young boy who I assumed
was about the same age of my granddaughter accompanied her. The woman smiled at me, which provided an
opportunity for me to say, “if your son marries my
African princess, it’ll be a giant step toward solving the
race problem in America.”
I don’t know if she was being facetious or not, when
she responded, “yeah they would make some very beautiful children, I’m sure.”
Well, that’s probably true. But more importantly, is
how they will look on the inside.
Hotep.

Christopher Walton says Black
vote key to victory in November
(continued from page 3)
Black voters went to the polls.
Walton says Democrats must focus on motivating
Blacks and other minorities to vote and get more involved
in the democratic process leading up to elections.
The Milwaukee County Democratic Party head believes the declared Democratic gubernatorial candidates—Malon Mitchell, Matt Flynn, and Andy Gronick,
to name a few—can (despite their different experiences)
relate and communicate to the Black community since
their platforms correlate with African American issues:
family supporting jobs, affordable health care, quality education, safe streets, and safe and reliable day care for
children.
“I believe all the democratic candidates understand and
focus on the issues confronting the community,” said
Walton, who noted he has “no particular horse” picked in
the race. “I’ll endorse whoever is still standing on August
8, the day after the (primary) election.”
Walton said the county Democrats are working with
other counties surrounding Milwaukee (what he called
“collar counties”) to organize and coordinate joint events

and get out the vote initiatives that he hopes will energize
voters of color to come out in large numbers for the primary and general elections.
He hopes that the joint efforts between the democratic
organizations within that collar (Milwaukee, Kenosha,
Racine and Waukesha) will garner a decent number of
Black voters, about 35%. If they do, the Democrats will
win the state.
While Cong. Gwen Moore looks to be a lock for reelection, Walton admits Sen. Tammy Baldwin is going to
be in for a fight to keep her seat.
Knowing this, Baldwin is preparing early to meet the
challenge. Walton said she is preparing a solid ground operation and looking to open a northside campaign office.
“She’s prepared and ready to go. Baldwin is going to
fight as if she’s ten points down.”
For his part, Walton said the Milwaukee County Democrats are taking nothing for granted. The organization
is already activating its staff and volunteers early and will
be ready for battle with a simple message:
“When Black people vote, Democrats win!”
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